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Artist Robert Hengeveld seeks to examine our relationship
with the natural world and the human tendency to
impose upon and control our surroundings in search of
perfection. He does so through the conjoining of art and
science in processes that are steeped in art’s conceptuality
and aestheticism, as well as in scientific hypothesis and
technological know-how. The exhibition PROMISED LANDS,
on view at the Macdonald Stewart Art Centre (Guelph,
ON) from May 3 to July 13, 2014, marks the culmination
of Hengeveld’s three-year artistic residency in the School
of Environmental Sciences (SES) at the University of
Guelph, during which his engagement of art and science
found particular resonance and productivity. Hengeveld’s
interactions with SES students, staff, and faculty led to
innovation in his practice and informed the work that
evolved to become the PROMISED LANDS exhibition. In
reciprocal gesture, the interconnections that were forged
between two seemingly disparate practices likewise helped
the environmental scientists to see their own work in
different ways.
celebrates the shortcomings of
technology as Hengeveld’s mechanical, electrical, and
digital devices inherently fail to cultivate the flawless
“natural” environs that we so desire. Nonetheless, the works
assert a critical codependency between art and science.
PROMISED LANDS

The immersive installations and kinetic sculptures in the
Macdonald Stewart Art Centre’s main floor galleries are
nothing short of impressive in their physical scale, magnitiude
of invention, and inevitability to (sometimes spectacularly)
fail—and there is a repleat beauty and comfort in those
failures, a kind of righting of a fundamental wrong, as nature
ultimately prevails over man and machine.
In the making of PROMISED LANDS, Hengeveld assembled,
repurposed, and modified everything, it seems, from
commercially-made products, natural materials, and
found objects combined together with CNC machinery,
a motion-triggered roller coaster, and a life-sized elevator
that transports viewers to “paradise.” Never before has the
Macdonald Stewart Art Centre been so wholly transformed.
is curated by Julie
René de Cotret. The exhibition and catalogue are produced
by Macdonald Stewart Art Centre with support from the
School of Environmental Sciences and the Department
of Plant Agriculture at the University of Guelph, and from
Hallwalls Contemporary Arts Centre (Buffalo, NY). This
catalogue includes insightful essays by Julie René de Cotret,
John Massier, Visual Arts Curator at Hallwalls Contemporary
Arts Centre, and John G. Hampton, curator, artist, and
programming director at Trinity Square Video (Toronto, ON).

ROBERT HENGEVELD: PROMISED LANDS
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Upon entering PROMISED LANDS, Robert Hengeveld’s
exhibition at the Macdonald Stewart Art Centre (MSAC),
we immediately encounter miss november, the lower half of
a female deer decoy. The delicate presence of this object
acts as a sort of witness to our passage, a material trace of
motion as “her” presence is only signified by legs and the
gentle suggestion of “her” step directing us into the gallery
space.
HOWL,

a roller coaster that rises into the MSAC’s 22-foot
central clerestory gallery, challenges our sense of selfcontrol as its sensationalism hails to our inner child! The
green winding trestles of the gravity railroad propel its riders,
a coyote and a rabbit (both manufactured decoys), into a
never ending chase down a sharp descent, around a full
loop, and back up the steep incline to start over again. The
perpetual narrative of “prey versus predator” goes round and
round, a metaphor for the cycles of history. The installation
is set on a terrain made of 16,800 square feet of shredded
coloured paper, pierced by large imitation rocks and clusters
of tinted plastic flowers, mimicking an alpine meadow. The
locomotive pursuit of the coyote and rabbit sends vibrations
through the floor of the gallery; tremors experienced by
viewers of the installation.

PROMISED LANDS;
CURATORIAL ACCOUNTS
J u l i e Re n é d e C o t r e t
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In the gallery adjacent to HOWL is UNBRIDLED REIN, a
sizeable, scientific looking, mechanized piece of equipment
encompassing an undulated piece of turf lit by the strange
glow of an industrial plasma light. Hengeveld incorporates a
CNC (computer numerical control) machine in this sculpture,
which is controlled by programmed commands initiated by
a computer situated in a console next to it. The elaborate
mechanism has, for its function, the complicated task of
cutting the grass on this model of a mountainous landscape.
The automated process lasts six hours, with each individual
pass of the blade slicing away an additional 1/4” strip of turf.
At the end of each pass, the blade takes a dip in a bath of
disinfectant, spins itself dry, pauses, and then initiates mowing

its next strip of mowed grass. This slow process triggers
an oddly pleasant state of all-consuming contemplation,
making it hard to leave the gallery. The machine’s fixed
devotion, as the turf is trimmed—blade of grass by blade
of grass—along the contained topography, accentuates our
perception of its preciousness. The programmed instrument
tends to the lawn, despite its inability to assess the state of
the living organism it is tasked with “caring” for: whether the
grass is dead, over cut, or lush, the machine continues on its
fanatical path to perfection.
appears as a small emergent piece
of land in yet another gallery. This island is motion sensor
activated, triggering its composition to come to “life.”
A whirling butterfly initiates the conversation, followed by
a blue desk opening its drawer to allow the deployment of
a branch toting an adorable little twirling bird that sings its
beautiful song. At the opposite end of the piece, a tree trunk
reveals another bird, rising out of the wood by the means
of a cork screw, while every so often a bunny, erect in the
centre of the construction, enthusiastically vibrates. The
work continues to carry out a symphony of animal decoy
kinetic actions, set in a Hengeveldian stage of AstroTurf, faux
rocks, and flowery mounds backed by camouflage fabric.
This display’s marvelous quality is reminiscent of a children’s
animated fable, where animals, plants, and inanimate objects
come to life in aesthetic prose.
SYNTHETIC HUMPH

The immersive installation, titled IN PURSUIT OF
PARADISE takes us on a journey into perception and
human convention of the “natural” environment. The
viewer encounters elevator doors and is required to push
a standard call button to “enter” the work. The doors
open and the participant is presented with a variety of
pushbuttons, requiring another action, in order to initiate
the mechanism. The elevator begins to move, travelling forward
into the installation and turning in a 180° course while offering its
occupant multi-coloured lighting and an atmospheric soundtrack.
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The movement is nearly undetectable to the passenger
who becomes hyper aware of the sounds made by the
apparatus and of the duration of the journey they have
embarked on. (It takes a protracted two-and-a-half minutes
to arrive in “paradise.”) The viewer is a traveler within the
work, pondering where this odyssey will end. The doors
open onto a synthetic paradise, a manmade oasis framed
by structural construct and the gears, tracks, and functional
hardware of the elevator. The drastic contrast between
the mechanized structure and the created nature it reveals
brings awareness to the subjectivity of perception.
This duality points to our curious willingness to accept
manufactured stand-ins as “real” despite our full knowledge
of their construct. This is where Hengeveld’s work truly
exists: within the false perception of authenticity, in the gap
between the real and the unreal, where slight familiarity
can fool the senses. To be submerged in this fabricated
environment brings into question the difference between
rationality and sensory experience.
Reality is the state in which things exist—it encompasses
all that is and has been regardless of observability or
comprehensibility. Perception is the reception of sensory
information—it is to collect or apprehend with the senses.
Perceived reality comes from the sensory understanding
of our surroundings and happens in the viewer’s mind.
All senses and the passing of time are functions of the
perceptual system: this, in combination with memory’s
subjectivity, renders experience ungraspable and inaccurate.
Hengeveld is aware of the possibilities offered by the
viewer’s sensory systems and uses them as he uses materials
and technology in the make-up of his installations. Art is in
the experience and the memory of it. The work is activated
by audience perception: it is perceptually interactive. The
artwork is neither the viewer nor the created environment;
it is the coalescence of the two. The audience’s cognizance
of the work initiates and completes the art experience.
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Hengeveld utilizes the sensory modalities as a construct: the
audience experience is the work and the physical work is
the stimulus.
The stimulus takes the form of a wonderful and serene but
frankly fake and romanticized landscape. The man-made
environment is a peaceful and idyllic representation of the
real world. It contains a remote-control duck inhabited pond,
fire flies in the form of blinking LEDs, chirping mechanical
birds, rocky cliffs made of cardboard and paint, and a fire
lit camp ground, complete with a Coleman cooler. An owl
watches over this fabricated territory, its head in full 360°
rotation. IN PURSUIT OF PARADISE proposes our idealized
human conception of nature, allowing us this pleasure but
making us wise to our flawed enjoyment.

Ju l i e Ren é d e C o t ret
Julie René de Cotret (Mtl. 1976) is a visual artist, independent
curator, and writer. She studied at the Nova Scotia College
of Art & Design (2004). She has exhibited and curated
internationally. Part of her practice is dedicated to the public
development of art appreciation and advocacy. René de
Cotret is co-founder of the artist residency program at the
School of Environmental Science, University of Guelph, ON
where her studio is located. She is also on the Board of
Directors at Ed Video Media Arts Centre (2006-2014).

Robert Hengeveld enthusiastically engages new technologies
in order to achieve his artistic vision. His thirst for knowledge,
curiosity, and open-mindedness made him an ideal
participant in the artist residency program in the School of
Environmental Science at the University of Guelph. As cofounder of the program and the fellow artist in residence, it
has been a pleasure for me to curate this exhibition and to
be a part of realizing this wonderful project.
Julie René de Cotret
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M I S S N OV E M B E R

A set of plastic legs serves as a remaining hint to all that
is MISS NOVEMBER: a hunting decoy in reference to the
living, breathing doe it stands to represent. The work tests
our ability to suspend disbelief and our capacity to link the
subtlest of suggestions to the authentic reality to which it
refers.

MISS NOVEMBER, 2012
Decoy components.
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UNBRIDLED REIN

A hilly turf terrain grows beneath the continual glow of
plasma light. A CNC machine meticulously plods through
its maintenance of the small patch of grass, slowly and
methodically slicing back any growth from the previous day.
UNBRIDLED REIN incorporates an intentionally overstated

measure of technology as a means of exploring the very
role that technology plays in the culture in which we live.
More specifically, the work—in its fantastical amplification
of technology—examines how these communicative,
chemical, and genetic technologies are used to shape the
environments we inhabit.
Inherent within the work is the potential disconnect
between intent and outcome. While every effort has been
made to nurture and maintain an ideal tract of turf, the end
result is indeed undetermined. Whether thriving or entirely
dead, the blades will continue their painstaking traverse
back and forth across every portion of its grass surface.
Likewise, a single glitch in programming or the misreading
of a sensor could send the entire assembly careening down
into a short-lived but incredibly spectacular collision with its
cultivated surface. It embodies both an ambitious pursuit
and intrinsically fragile proposition.

UNBRIDLED REIN, 2014
Customized CNC machine, putting-green grass.
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HOWL

A perpetual coyote-and-bunny chase races along the bright
green tracks of a custom-built rollercoaster. It is never quite
clear which decoy is chasing the other.
Both decoys fall well short of the reality they stand to
represent, and yet the spectacle of their wild and persistent
action seems to make up for their lack of living breath or
the occasional blemish in the stab at authenticity.
Situated beneath the looping track is a vibrant landscape
formed through the heaping piles of shredded paper.
Accents of purple, neon pink, and red pop like wild flower in
what becomes an over-romanticized semblance of nature.
The abridged world it creates is fantastical despite the everpresent reality of it modest materiality.

HOWL, 2013
Decoy bunny and coyote, steel, motor, electronics, paper, other.
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SYNTHETIC HUMPH

is an abstracted landscape fabricated
through a compilation of products that have been
manufactured to stand-in for the natural world in all its
various forms. The lush assemblage of reproductions is given
life through the slow unveiling of an orchestrated collection
of sound and movement. The tinny chirps of an electronic
bird or comical dance of the quivering bunny serve as both
a tribute to the world they reference and a reminder of how
modest a representation they perform.

SYNTHETIC HUMPH

Like the plastic flower on the office desk, SYNTHETIC
HUMPH falls well short of the splendor and complexity of
the most humble slice of the natural world it characterizes.
These shortcomings within our artificial stand-ins are fully
present within the work. They are not downplayed or
covered up but rather they are celebrated for their futile
endeavors.
The parody of their communal efforts could be summed up
in the faithful adage: go big or go home.

SYNTHETIC HUMPH, 2012
Synthetic products, carpet, table, log, motor, electronics, other.
Purchased with funds raised by the Art Centre Volunteers and with support from the
Canada Council for the Arts Acquisition Assistance Program, 2014.
Macdonald Stewart Art Centre Collection (Guelph, ON).
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I N P U R S U I T O F PA R A D I S E

A two-minute journey inside a customized elevator serves
as a prologue of sorts to the manufactured wilderness
to which it opens—a voyage from the familiar into the
fantastical. Mechanical birds perched in a dead tree
periodically twitch as they emit their electronic chirps.
Remote controlled decoy ducks bob about a misty pond
and a turntable spins a vinyl record of birdcalls, each
introduced by the canned intonation of a narrator.
comes together to form an
expansive Algonquinesque composition. Its fiction is never
in question and yet the various materials used collectively
create the appearance of a natural environment in which
the viewer becomes fully engaged.

IN PURSUIT OF PARADISE

The work explores our capacity to suspend disbelief and
our ability to meld our perceptions in order to fit within a
predetermined notion of what it is we are seeing. We can
choose to engage a mock rock as a rock or a shag carpet
as a grassy knoll despite our underlying awareness to the
contrary. The limits in the ability to do so are tested amidst
the points of abstract and absurd interjections.

IN PURSUIT OF PARADISE, 2014
Customized elevator, pond, synthetic flowers, real trees, faux grass, shag
carpet, mechanical plastic birds, fogger, cardboard, packing tape, lumber,
decoys, electronics, and other materials.
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The pop up emerges as a visual summary of and reflection
on the entire exhibition PROMISED LANDS. It represents
a condensed collection of thoughts, as well as a few
post-production ideas, sandwiched between two pages.
It packages a 3000 sq. foot exhibition into 10 sq. inches.

PROMISED LANDS: ABRIDGED AND APPENDED, 2014
Acid free card stock, glue.
Limited Edition of 100.

[I]
There is something seemingly unnatural about seeing
a tree spin while it is firmly planted in the ground. Not that
the tree is unnatural, nor the hidden mechanism that moves
it, but Robert Hengeveld’s project SSSPUN sits outside of
common expectations for how we perceive nature. This
quizzical environmental encounter is typical of Hengeveld’s
practice. A sampling of his recent creations—a self-pruning
shrub, a tuft of grass peeking through the floorboards of a
third-floor gallery, a vibrating bunny and a coyote that do
loop de loops—shows a commitment to the humorous
unsettling of the division between nature and artifice.
Hengeveld’s artistic output consists almost exclusively of
mechanical interventions into representations of nature.
The nature that Hengeveld works with, however, is not a
pristine wilderness unguided by a sense of purpose, instead
it illuminates the multiple ways in which human agency
shapes encountered natural environments—through naming,
representing, manicuring, landscaping, and so on. Working
at the edges of the genre of landscape, Hengeveld does not
provide representations that can be fully understood, but
instead addresses the power that representations hold over
our lived environments. His practice engages the imagination
and turns representational power back on itself to reveal the
mechanisms through which we conceive the world, and to
challenge our understandings of what constitutes the natural.

H E N G E V E L D, K A N T,
A N D T H E N AT U R E O F A R T
J o h n G . H a m p to n
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[II]
Hengeveld’s work is difficult to reconcile with
foundational assumptions in the philosophy of art,
particularly in its assumptions regarding nature. Consider
the following passage from Immanuel Kant’s Critique of
Judgment, which is often evoked when underscoring the
oppositional distinction between our twin capacities for
aesthetic experience (those which involve nature and those
which involve art):

Nature, we say, is beautiful [schön] if it also looks 		
like art; and art can be called fine [schön] art only if
we are conscious that it is art while yet it looks to us
like nature.
Taken at face value, one could easily imagine Kant to have
written this passage in direct response (and admiration)
of Robert Hengeveld’s artistic practice, but this would be
misleading. When Kant describes art that “looks to us like
nature,” this is not intended to imply that art literally gives
the impression of being nature, but rather it looks to us as
if it arrived in the world just as it was naturally meant to
be without the guiding hand of an artist’s purpose. Kant
suggests that although we typically recognize fine art as
art, it also “must seem as free from all constraint of chosen
rules as if it were a product of mere nature.” This belief is
rooted in Kant’s conception of beauty as being free from
any governing rules or principles; if there is a suggestion that
an artist followed a set of rules or some sort of manual for
their artistic construction, then we could judge the resulting
work by how successful the artist was in executing these
rules rather than judging it purely for its own merits. Kantian
scholar Henry Allison suggests that this passage means
art “must seem natural in the sense of being spontaneous,
unstudied, or, as Kant puts it, ‘unintentional.’”
The term “unintentional” is important, because it
underscores a subtle distinction between art and nature.
Nature, here, is what is uninfluenced by human intention, not
necessarily by human hand. A fire that spreads from a camp
stove to burn all of the small or mid-sized vegetation out
of a field would still be natural for its lack of intention even
though it was human originated. Conversely, an artist’s hand
can act without purposive intention if it is guided by genius.
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Kant’s conception of genius is not what we would typically
think of today, he describes it as “the innate mental
predisposition (ingenium) through which nature gives the
rule to art.” This rather abstract notion of genius speaks
to an ability in some artists with an extraordinary capacity
for imagination (harmonized with one’s understanding) to
create original, non-imitative, and exemplary works of art
or aesthetic ideas. This is an ability that is not taught, but
is arrived at independently from any sort of training. As
a result, Kantian genius accounts for creations that are
not guided by human intention, but instead arise through
the same self-propagating forces as nature (because they
exceed the potential created solely through training, rules,
or understanding). This allows some products of human
production to arise from the “nature in the subject.”
This conception presents the distinction between beautiful
nature and fine art as an inverse one. Fine art is that which
we know to be created with the intention of being art,
but seems to arise from a place outside of rational human
capacities (as if it were nature). Beautiful nature is that which
is not guided by intention but whose unity and form give
us the impression that it was constructed by an intelligent
designer or artist. After the expansion of this passage, Kant’s
distinction no longer sits as comfortably with Hengeveld’s
work as it had at first appeared. Instead, it functions as
a framework that Hengeveld twists to accommodate a
contemporary flattening of the purportedly incompatible
forces of natural purpose and human intention.

[III]
Let us return to the spinning tree. The word “tree”
is actually a tad generous, “sapling” would be more
appropriate—although it does stand taller than any human
would have a right to. SSSPUN is a relatively innocuous
artistic intervention into the green space surrounding
whichever building it happens to be installed in front of. The
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small deciduous tree looks like any other sapling planted in
an urban greenspace. From a distance, it is very unlikely that
one would notice that SSSPUN is rotating (approximately
once every two minutes), although as one gets closer it
becomes increasingly more apparent.
does not clearly sit on either side of the nature/
art divide—and neither does the urban landscaping that
it references. Public parks and urban landscaping are a
complicated example of nature because they grow naturally,
but they are designed. They are, however, the closest thing
that many city dwellers get to “nature” (on a daily basis) and
are also a naturalized part of our urban environment, so
for now lets accept them as a problematic, contemporary,
urban version of nature—the nature we have to work
with. For SSSPUN, the easy answer to the question of
classification (as art or nature) would be to say that it is
art, and point to Hengeveld’s intention as an artist and our
knowledge of it as art as evidence of this assertion. This
approach sits comfortably with the viewer who arrives
at the tree already possessing awareness that it is art, but
it overlooks two other kinds of viewers. The first is the
viewer who never notices that the tree is spinning and, thus,
assumes it has the same status as any other tree in the lot.
The second is the startled viewer who comes across the
tree completely unaware of its status as art.
SSSPUN

For my purposes, the second is the most interesting of the
three potential viewers. The second viewer may eventually
come to the conclusion that the rotating tree is art, or
perhaps may conclude that it is a prank, or some other
intervention, but there is presumably a point at which their
conception of the tree transitions from nature to art. This
process of recognition potentially undermines other objects
within their environments, asking for a reconsideration
of the other trees or shrubs, questioning their potential
purpose, and undermining their naturalization into our lived
environment. When the second viewer realizes that SSSpun

is a product of human intention, and begins to look around
for more interventions in the park, the process most likely
reminds them of the role of human intention in the park’s
construction. The other trees in the park, like SSSPUN,
although grown according to natural laws, have each been
chosen and placed as an intentional component of the
landscape.
Hengeveld further extends this investigation of humanity’s
refashioning of nature in projects like Natural Revision
(2011), in which he created an unashamedly crude model of
Algonquin Park inside the gallery of Mercer Union (Toronto).
This piece points towards the supposedly wild terrain
represented by Canadian nationalist artists like Tom Thomson
and Lawren Harris. Hengeveld’s installation creates a calming
facsimile of the park oft depicted in famous canvases, but
his representation is made from cuckoo clock birds, an
inflatable deer, plastic beads, cardboard boxes, and AstroTurf
instead of oil paint. Despite its obvious artificiality, Natural
Revision still feels very much like a natural environment.
Here Hengeveld exercises his genius to instill the beauty and
wonder of nature into art in a manner quite different to that
described by Kant. On the surface, this piece points to the
current relationships that our predominately city-dwelling
populations have with nature, but it also subtly points to the
artificiality of even our most pristine images of nature.
As Hengeveld is well aware, Algonquin Park is far from
pristine wilderness untouched by human hands: following
in the tradition of the picturesque and English gardens,
paths were carved into the Algonquian forests and scenic
landscapes were sculpted in this territory long before the
Group of Seven painted it. This “wilderness,” sculpted to
match our poetic conceptions of landscape, then went on
to inspire a new Canadian model for nature that would,
in turn, inspire further alterations. Indeed, nature that has
not been modified according to some human purpose is
surprisingly rare. Geographer William Deneven has noted

that the narrative of the pristine forests of the pre-contact
Americas was invented in the late eighteenth century. We
may readily accept that humanity has significantly altered
our natural environments in recent years, but humanity has
had a long history of intentionally altering our environments
on a massive scale, including the widespread use, by
indigenous peoples of the Americas, of controlled burns to
alter the vegetation to better suit their societal structures.
This use of fire, and other large-scale modifications of
the national landscape shaped this continent far before
European colonization.

[V]
These examples illustrate that the concept of nature,
as that which is not produced by human intention, is not
inherently linked to vegetation or landscape and, thus, may
not be so tidily distinguished from cultural productions.
Coupled with the reality that most of our interactions
with nature are predicated around systems of naming and
representation that prime us for specific kinds of encounters,
we must acknowledge that defining encountered nature
as somehow having less of an intentional purpose than art
is a romantic illusion. A possible conclusion brought up by
Hengeveld’s work could be that nature should be classified
using the same philosophical categories as art. Hengeveld’s
work could then be seen as directing our attention
towards three new classifications for nature: pure, fine, and
mechanical.
Incredibly rare to encounter, pure nature would be the
kind that Kant relies on for his conception of “beautiful
nature” (although it need not be beautiful). Like the snowy
peaks of nearly unreachable mountain ranges, the only
influence human hands have in shaping pure nature is
through cultural conditioning. Fine nature would be the type
of nature that we romanticize, a nature that appears to be
constructed without rule or intention. Like Algonquin Park,
the Canadian prairies, and English gardens, it would give
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the impression that it had arranged itself into its current
form without influence, despite the guiding force of human
design. The purposiveness in this nature would follow the
rule of the genius, or the self-organizing unity of “natural
purpose,” appearing to arise from non-rule governed action.
Mechanical nature, like mechanical art, would be nature
constructed with an obvious determinate purpose, like green
roofs, planted forests, and suburban lawns.
Following Kant’s conception, we have seen that the problem
in conceiving the possibility of a work of fine art is to
conceive how an object can seem natural even while we
know it is a product of art, and the problem in conceiving
natural beauty is understanding how something can appear
to have an artistic purpose while still knowing that it is a
product of nature. Hengeveld further complicates these
problems by doing a second reversal. His art, in these terms,
is “fine art” because its aesthetic ideas are brought together
in such a seemingly natural way, but the nature on which he
models his art is unnatural. Hengeveld’s work makes human
intervention in nature clear: it removes illusionistic qualities
and, as a result, the nature that we appreciate, which Kant
claims we appreciated because it looks designed even
though we know it isn’t, is perversely revealed as actually
being designed. This cognitive pretzel is one of the most
distinct territories that Hengeveld’s work addresses.
Against a backdrop of contemporary thought that
increasingly sees nature as integrated with the social,
Hengeveld offers a potential bridge between a sociologically
melding of nature with culture, and the nature/art binary
presented in philosophies of art. He undermines approaches
that exclude the role humans have in intentionally shaping
our encountered environments, forcing a reconsideration
of nature’s status as a unified concept. Hengeveld sidesteps
myths of pure and pristine nature and falsified wildernesses,
and points to our contemporary relationship to nature: a
routinely mowed strip of European grass peppered with
occasional saplings that pass as trees.
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Although Robert Hengeveld’s work is ostensibly about
nature, it is just a means to an end for him. Hengeveld’s
project is, more broadly, an investigation into humanity’s
penchant for repackaging—for naming, describing,
marketing, and replacing what we find. As such he prods at
the seams where our conceptions and representations of
nature begin to meld with nature itself. He works at the edge
of these procedures, at the point where our recreations
become naturalized, retrieving them from beyond the
point where they no longer become stand-ins. Kant writes
“it is fine art if its purpose is that the pleasure should
accompany ways of cognizing,” and the pleasure evoked
by Hengeveld’s work certainly does this; by flattening the
categories of natural and artistic beauty, it suggests new
approaches to conceiving of both without denying us their
pleasure.

John G. Hampton
John G. Hampton is the programming director for
Trinity Square Video in Toronto. He is a curator
and artist, and holds an MVS in Curatorial Studies from the
University of Toronto. His current research is focused on
aesthetic modes of thought, and humorous minimalism.
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SSSpun could just as easily be installed in a forest or field, but considering
how often do people go out into that “real” nature it might be a rather
invisible intervention. Perhaps Ontario Parks should commission Hengeveld
to install a version on a well-travelled trail in Algonquin Park.
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Dawn, National Visions, National Blindness, 49-50.
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I would like to use this final footnote to thank Sonia Sedivy for her insightful
edits and suggestions on an earlier draft of this essay, and Robert Hengeveld
for the conversations that led to my writing here.
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SSSPUN

A tree is planted within a city park. Not all that unusual;
however, this tree performs outside our assumptions as it
suddenly begins to spin in one direction or the other. The
tree has been planted into a large rotating mechanism
hidden beneath the tufts of meadow grasses. The
choreographed pirouettes are periodically put to rest as the
tree takes a stationary pause as if to hide amidst its more
entrenched kin. SSSPUN delicately weaves in and out of
our familiar understanding of the world, leaving us with the
challenge of rectifying the tension between perception and
preconception.

SSSPUN, 2014
Tree, rotating mechanism.
Site-specific installation at CAFKA (Waterloo, ON).
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In a world where concern for the natural world has found
resurgent voice amid the crashing tidal wave of our eversynthetic future, it’s a halfway sensible notion to consider
that the work of an artist like Robert Hengeveld is remarking
on that conundrum, perhaps even critiquing it. You could
read the work as a commentary on our complicity in an
increasingly artificial environment because it often replicates
natural scenes in overtly fake ways. But that’s a marginal and
incomplete opinion, at best.
The first time I entered Hengeveld’s studio, he had a gigantic
robotic machine sitting on the floor. It was heavy, serious,
and built to contain a long swatch of Kentucky bluegrass
with robotic mechanisms to automatically light, water, and
trim the lawn. There was no mistaking the work’s blunt
commentary on the rapacious industrial control we apply
to the natural world, but there was simultaneously no way
to deny its gorgeous presence. It was a device specifically
designed and built to take the utmost subtle care of the
encased stretch of greenery. So, was this quixotic thing a
torture rack or a machine of loving grace?

YEAH, WE WANT REALITY,
BUT YOU WON’T SEE NONE,
WE’D RATHER EXAGGERATE
A LITTLE FICTION...
John Massier
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It is rarely a question in Hengeveld’s work of merely
choosing authentic vs. fake, better vs. worse. If the artist has
an opinion on this, it’s often carefully veiled within the work.
In his most natural-seeming piece, Hengeveld “planted” a
small tree outside a gallery entrance, which was real enough
except for the hidden motor in the soil that would slowly
and almost imperceptibly rotate the tree. Authenticity and
fakery often reside in equal measure because Hengeveld
is more intrigued by the space created between these
perceptions.
It’s certainly romantic and heartfelt to, let’s say, create a
big lush painting that aspires to depict the grandeur of the
natural world and make us pine for it, mourn its loss, clasp
hands and sing Kumbaya, make us weep and long for….
some ineffable thing lost or under threat of loss. It’s quite
another thing to cobble together synthetic rocks and trees,

orchestrated cuckoo birds, a smoke machine, glass beads,
cardboard boxes, packing tape, lumber, rocks with pimped
out under-lighting, and synthetic turf—topped off, no less,
by a silver coyote decoy—and insist the viewer deal with a
pile of fake majesty.
At Hallwalls, Hengeveld appropriately called his installation
handscape agglomerate, a cluster of disparate elements
shoehorned together by the artist’s hand into some delightful
and freakish amalgam. Just as with his complex selfgrooming lawn machine, you don’t apply all this fakery
without loving it as much as the scene to which it alludes.
There’s a point where it doesn’t matter that the gentle
breeze is from a barely hidden plastic fan. The waterfall
may only be a string of beads, but look how it shimmers
in the light—just like the real thing! Yes, it’s a little sad that
the deer lying on the ground is gently inflating and deflating
as though it were suffering its last breath but, in handscape
agglomerate as in the real world, the deer has fallen prey to
that shiny coyote perched atop the entire tableaux.
Even more cleverly, Hengeveld’s nature installations utilize
an extremely picturesque language, like the scenic nuggets
often depicted on dreamy postcards. This is even more
apparent in some of his drawings, but it’s evident in the
sculptural installations as well. The gentle curves and lines
that define a good portion of the physical parameters
read to our eyes as a natural topography, even when we
can clearly see that the cliff face is just painted cardboard
boxes. His sculptural set pieces always look as though they
have just been extracted whole from the edge of a hillside,
the clustering of forms in an undeniably organic aspect. His
fake boulder still feels real, despite the visible seams where
the object is connected.
The playful tension that Hengeveld constructs isn’t reliant
merely on the visual. There are other simple gestures within
the work that amplify the atmosphere—the aforementioned
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fan that sets the waterfall to falling is augmented by a
smoke machine creating a tiny fake mist at the base of the
falls. There is a mechanized wheel at the back of the scene
(a reverse view of guts entirely open to the viewer) that,
when spun, concocts a wind sound. Hengeveld embraces
both the bluntness and simplicity of creating an ambient
environment. It’s never about convincing you it’s real, it’s about
making a credible sense of reality emerge from the fiction.
It’s a bonus that Hengeveld’s installations often feel like
scaled-up iterations of model worlds, like the little clumps
used to accessorize toy train environments. The artist has
worked in model-scale before and those have also been
dynamic works that blur the line between the real and the
fictional (look no further than a rock concert lightshow,
accurately programmed but scaled to illuminate a tiny stage
atop a table). Models are idealized representations that
evoke the real without trading off any of their fakery.
Hengeveld comfortably chooses to occupy a geography
that is persistently ambiguous and this creates a lasting
appeal in his work. Even that lush romantic landscape
painting alluded to earlier is a fiction. Every reimagining is.
In some very real sense, Hengeveld’s work is much less
about the things, setting, and environments he is depicting
and more about our expectations and presumptions. More
than merely charming in their ad hoc aspect, Hengeveld’s
installations are pointedly seductive.
And if we are so convincingly seduced by repurposed
materials and found objects that never entirely disguise their
true selves, what does this say about the world we presume
to be more real, authentic, or natural?

Jo hn M a s s i e r
Visual Arts Curator, Hallwalls Contemporary Arts Center,
Buffalo, NY. During the 90s: Koffler Gallery in Toronto.
Hundred of essays. Hundreds of exhibitions. Articles/reviews
Canadian Art, MIX magazine, Coagula Art Journal, THIS
magazine, The Buffalo News, and Art In America. Cofounded
art publication LOLA in 1997. Panelist and chairperson,
New York State Council on the Arts. Project Director at
the Albright-Knox for Beyond/In Western New York 2010.
Doesn’t mind Miley Cyrus. Also plays Skyrim.

A fuller truth about Hengeveld’s work might be a shared
celebration of the fictional alongside the authentic and the
real.
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H A N D S CA P E AG G L O M E R AT E

consists of a collection
of material used to create an expansive composition of
synthetic rocks and trees, orchestrated cuckoo birds, a
smoke machine, glass beads, packing tape, lumber, wildlife
decoys, synthetic turf and many other materials.

HANDSCAPE AGGLOMERATE

Parts of the landscape are meticulously rendered to
resemble the glazier-scraped face of a granite cliff, while
other points within the installation scarcely hold together
the illusion of the natural amidst the mere taping of stacked
boxes. What is revealed within the installation is a curious
intersection between the near authentic and the contrasting
abstracted reference to the natural.
The manufactured elements do not set out to pass
judgment—natural good/synthetic bad—rather their
collective association questions and examines our
relationship to the increasingly manufactured environments
around us, and our interest in mimicking all things natural.
The absurdity of this peculiar installation sets a playing field
in which our existing relationship to the synthetic can be
explored: its fiction sheds light on the reality (or recreated
reality) of the world we live in.

HANDSCAPE AGGLOMERATE, 2011
Coyote and deer decoy, mock rock, shag carpet, cuckoo birds, bead, fog machine (clothes iron,
solenoid value, cup, vice and fog juice), industrial heat insulation, cardboard, lumber, paint, other.
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Robert Hengeveld was born in Toronto, Canada in 1976,
the same year that the CN Tower was first opened to the
public. He is an installation and multi-media artist whose
work explores the boundaries between reality and fiction,
and where we find ourselves within that relationship. He
completed his MFA at the University of Victoria in 2005 and
studied at the Ontario College of Art and Design. He began
his art practice at Georgian College, where he received a
Certificate and Diploma in Fine Arts. In 2007, he returned to
Toronto were he is now based.
Hengeveld held the position of Artist-in-Residence in the
School of Environmental Science at the University of Guelph
from 2011-2014, which lead to much of the work within the
exhibition PROMISED LANDS at the Macdonald Stewart
Art Centre (Guelph, ON). Recent and upcoming exhibitions
include Hallwalls Contemporary Arts Centre (Buffalo, NY),
CAFKA (Kitchener, ON), CIRCA (Montreal, QC), Eastern Edge
(St. John’s, NL), Nuit Blanche (Toronto, ON), EyeLevel Gallery
(Halifax, NS), and Mulherin Pollard Projects (New York City,
NY).
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Hengeveld was recently selected as the CBC Strombo
Artist-of-the-Week and short-listed for the Canadian
national call for the Glenfiddich Artist Residency. He has
been a member of the Board of Directors at InterAccess
Electronic Media Arts Centre (Toronto, ON) since 2011.
Robert Hengeveld is represented by Katharine Mulherin
Contemporary (Toronto/NYC).
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These projects would not exist without the generous
support and efforts of an entire community. Julie René de
Cortret—the fixer—for her ambition, insight, and ongoing
support of the work; Dr. Jonathan Newman for his foresight
and interest in establishing an Artist-in-Residence position
in the School of Environmental Science; Rodger J. Tschanz
for his generousity and support in making UNBRIDLED REIN
a reality; Dawn Owen for her continued professionalism;
José Andres Mora, Nina Berry, Robbyne MacKenzie, Graham
Ragan, Amélie Gaziello, John Massier, Emmalena Huyer,
Karie Liao, Nicolas Barrette, and John G. Hampton who have
all contributed in unique ways to making these projects
happen; Katharine Mulherin for her years of representation,
her authenticity, and the support of my art practice; Hayro
Luque for his unquestionable passion for quality design;
and Verne Harrison and Elise Vandenbosch who have never
wavered in the face of a challenge.
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